An iterative sinogram gap-filling method with object- and scanner-dedicated discrete cosine transform (DCT)-domain filters for high resolution PET scanners.
We aimed to develop a gap-filling algorithm, in particular the filter mask design method of the algorithm, which optimizes the filter to the imaging object by an adaptive and iterative process, rather than by manual means. Two numerical phantoms (Shepp-Logan and Jaszczak) were used for sinogram generation. The algorithm works iteratively, not only on the gap-filling iteration but also on the mask generation, to identify the object-dedicated low frequency area in the DCT-domain that is to be preserved. We redefine the low frequency preserving region of the filter mask at every gap-filling iteration, and the region verges on the property of the original image in the DCT domain. The previous DCT2 mask for each phantom case had been manually well optimized, and the results show little difference from the reference image and sinogram. We observed little or no difference between the results of the manually optimized DCT2 algorithm and those of the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm works well for various types of scanning object and shows results that compare to those of the manually optimized DCT2 algorithm without perfect or full information of the imaging object.